
Stretch Wrapper

Buyer’s 
Checklist

SAFETY
All wires and motors are enclosed to prevent trip, scrape or burn hazards.

The film delivery system is located on the same side of the mast as the controls to keep operators from crossing between the mast and the rotating load.

The film delivery system has guarding surrounding the rollers to keep hands or loose clothing from getting caught.

The turntable is large enough for the pallet to fit inside without protruding corners so operators aren’t stuck by the load as it rotates.

The film delivery system in counterweighted to reduce the possibility of crushing anything/anyone caught underneath it.

RELIABILITY/DURABLITY
Manufacturer provides a minimum of 3 year warranty and covers unlimited cycles and has no exclusions.

Manufacturer can ship replacement parts to arrive the next day to minimize machine downtime.

A service tech can easily retrofit the machine weeks, months, or years a�er you’ve installed it so you can easily accommodate changes to your loads.

Manufacturer provides a live service tech 24/7, 365 when you need support – on parts, repairs or maintenance. 

A machine that requires little to no preventive maintained. For example look for a machine that has limited metal to metal contact to reduce friction, and
uses belts instead of chains so you don’t have to lubricate machine parts.

CREATE SAFE-TO-SHIP LOADS
The machine locks the load to the pallet with a strong film cable to prevent it from sliding o� the pallet.

There is a film tension read-out so you know exactly how tightly your load is being wrapped.

The machine minimizes film tails to keep loads from unraveling in downstream equipment.

A knowledgeable equipment specialist can perform start-up assistance when the machine is installed and help perfect a wrap pattern specific for your loads. 

EASY TO USE
The control panel is easy to understand so changes can be made on the fly.

The machine comes with clear step-by-step operating instructions to minimize operator training.

The machine gives you the ability to fine-tune a wrap pattern specific to your load without complicated programming.


